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This data sheet is a supplement for ACS880-04XT drive module packages HW manual
(3AXD50000025169 [English]) and shows the energy efficiency data according to IEC
61800-9-2.

Part load losses (%)

Part load losses (%)3)Stand-
by

losses
(W)2)

IE
class1)

Pn,
IEC
(kW)

Out-
put
power
(kVA)

ACS880-
04XT- ...

(0;25)(50;25)(0;50)(50;50)(90;50)(0;100)(50;100)(90;100)

Un = 3~400 V AC, 6-pulse

0.50.50.60.70.81.11.31.6783-5607001010A-3

0.50.50.70.70.81.21.41.7783-6308241190A-3

0.40.50.60.70.81.11.31.6845-7109211330A-3

0.50.50.70.70.81.21.41.71143-90011151610A-3

Un = 3~500 V AC, 6-pulse

0.40.40.50.60.70.91.11.3853-7108751010A-5

0.40.40.60.60.71.01.11.4853-80010051160A-5

0.40.40.50.60.70.91.01.3949-90011341310A-5

0.40.40.60.60.71.01.11.41248-100013941610A-5

Un = 3~690 V AC, 6-pulse

0.50.50.60.70.81.01.11.3803-8009680810A-7

0.40.40.50.60.70.81.01.1875-90011470960A-7

0.40.40.60.60.70.91.01.2875-100012911080A-7

0.40.40.50.60.60.80.91.11173-120015781320A-7

1) Energy efficiency data is not provided for this cabinet-based drive. Cabinet built drives, with already conform modules, are
excluded from the scope of the EU ecodesign requirements (Regulation EU/2019/1781, §2.3.e).

2) Standby losses are generated when the drive is powered up, but not providing current to the load.
3) Drive losses as a percentage of the rated apparent output power in 8 operating points (relative motor stator frequency;
relative torque-producing current).
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Part load losses (W)Frame sizeACS880-04XT- ...

(0;25)(50;25)(0;50)(50;50)(90;50)(0;100)(50;100)(90;100)

Un = 3~400 V AC, 6-pulse

3155338743944842555378079006109392×R101010A-3

37904083540059736891989111469140522×R101190A-3

39694289556361927220989411533143062×R111330A-3

517155657295808694041316715344191542×R111610A-3

Un = 3~500 V AC, 6-pulse

3381361646515083581779969213111032×R101010A-5

39574243554460797008976211320137712×R101160A-5

41914507578463837421993711571142912×R111310A-5

554559417720848598201347715675195432×R111610A-5

Un = 3~690 V AC, 6-pulse

43984730605366027404970611077130282×R100810A-7

45014840612667517618970911143129872×R110960A-7

520956157171792289221149613205154132×R111080A-7

6145660382248938100441215914034170452×R111320A-7
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Efficiency (%)

Efficiency (%)1)ACS880-04XT- ...

(0;25)(50;25)(0;50)(50;50)(90;50)(0;100)(50;100)(90;100)

Un = 3~400 V AC, 6-pulse

92.295.894.396.998.094.997.198.01010A-3

92.195.794.196.897.994.696.997.91190A-3

92.596.094.697.098.095.197.298.11330A-3

92.095.794.196.897.994.696.997.91610A-3

Un = 3~500 V AC, 6-pulse

93.296.495.297.498.395.897.698.41010A-5

93.196.395.097.398.395.697.598.31160A-5

93.596.595.497.598.496.097.798.41310A-5

93.196.395.097.398.295.697.598.21610A-5

Un = 3~690 V AC, 6-pulse

92.295.894.497.098.195.497.498.30810A-7

93.296.395.297.498.396.197.898.60960A-7

93.096.295.097.398.395.997.798.51080A-7

93.296.495.397.598.496.498.098.61320A-7

1) Efficiency of the drive is defined as Eff [%] = Poutput, drive / ( Poutput, drive + Plosses, drive). Poutput, drive is output power of the
drive and Plosses, drive is power losses of the drive at operating point.

Loss determination
The losses and the IE class of a drive have been determined using the single loss
determination method. All calculations have been performed according to requirements in
IEC 61800-9-2. The given energy efficiency data is determined based on factory settings
of the drive.

The following conditions apply in loss calculations:

1. Losses have been calculated with the following values:

400 V / 500 V / 690 V1)Input voltage Un

50 HzInput frequency fn

50 HzRated output frequency fout

400 V / 500 V / 690 V1)Fundamental rated drive output voltage U1,out

360 V / 450 V / 621 VMaximum output voltage at operating point 1 U1,out(90;100)

1) Un, see the data tables.

2. The rated apparent drive output power has been calculated based on nominal output
current and fundamental rated output voltage of the drive. Sn = sqrt(3)×In×U1,out

3. Losses for 0% drive output frequency points have been calculated at 12 Hz.

4. The default factory setting has been used for switching frequency.

5. The stated loss values include uncertainty of used loss determination method.
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6. The losses of integrated features (line filters, EMC filters, etc. - see full list below) have
been included in the calculations.

7. Standby losses are determined when the drive is not supplying current to the motor but
is powered up.

The loss calculation is based on basic drive configuration with no options installed. The
following built-in drive components/auxiliaries/features are included in the calculations:

•    two drive modules to be installed in an enclosure, IP00 (UL Typeopen) bookshelf 
mounting with pedestal

•   built-in input choke
• busbars for input, motor and DC connection

• ACS-AP-W assistant control panel with Bluetooth interface

There is a tool available for advanced ecodesign calculations. You can, for example, define
part-load losses in user-defined operating points. See https://ecodesign.drivesmotors.abb.com
(Energy efficiency data according to IEC-61800-9-2).
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